Justyna Słowik
From: Ambasada RP w Grecji
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 1:37 PM
To: Słowik Justyna
Subject: FW: HELLENOPOLONICA (BADANIA NAUKOWE)
From: K P [mailto:kiriakospapoulidis@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 1:36 PM
To: Ambasada RP w Grecji
Subject: HELLENOPOLONICA (BADANIA NAUKOWE)
Dear Sirs,
I herewith take the opportunity to write you in order to keep you informed about
the Hellenopolonica research project.
Firstly I would like to send you the following internet links which are
directly related to our research project:
1) http://hellenopolonica.blogspot.com (a blogspot, recently launched,
where the posts are published for the moment only in polish but we hope soon also in
English and Modern Greek).
2) www.facebook.com/hellenopolonica (the blogspot exists also in facebook
page where you could read also the posts and make your comments. Here the translation in
English is done automatically by the machines [google, bing etc] and we don't have any
responsibility or involvement because of the text bad quality. We hoop also to have those
same texts in English correctly and also in Greek).
The research project is running by the University of Wroclaw (Faculty of
Philology, Institute of Classical, Mediterranean and Oriental Studies) and is under the
direction (responsibility) of Professor Gosciwit Malinowski. This research program is
actually supported financially by the Polish Ministry of Higher Education and
Research initially for the period 2012-2014 in the frame of the 5th Research National
Program for the scientific/academic evolution in the Humanities.
Purpose of the program: to explore and promote all possible aspects (cultural,
literary, historical etc) of the Greek-polish relations between 14th - 20th century. For this
aim the creation of a website is scheduled where several data (texts) in Greek language
concerning Poland and its whole cultural background (literary and literary scholarship texts,
correspondence, images, history etc), would be uploaded, accompanied by the adequate
bibliography (sources and studies).
Of course till now we have gathered several texts for this purpose and we are
working for the design of this website. Simultaneously a collective team work is produced for
the research of archival material and bibliography.
We remain open to any suggestion for collaboration and we have the intention
to send you the information about the Hellenopolonica website creation soon as it would be
uploaded.
Yours Faithfully,
dr.Kiriakos Papoulidis
Adiunkt in Modern Greek Studies
Institute of Classical, Mediterranean and Oriental Studies (ISKSiO)
Faculty of Philology
University of Wroclaw

